Representing ozone extremes in European megacities: the importance of resolution in a global chemistry climate model
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Abstract

The continuing growth of the world’s urban population has led to an increasing number of cities with more than 10 million inhabitants. The higher emissions of pollutants, coupled to higher population density, makes predictions of air quality in these megacities of particular importance from both a science and a policy perspective. Global climate models are typically run at coarse resolution to enable both the efficient running of long time integrations, and the ability to run multiple future climate scenarios. However, when considering surface ozone concentrations at the local scale, coarse resolution can lead to inaccuracies arising from the highly non-linear ozone chemistry and the sensitivity of ozone to the distribution of its precursors on smaller scales. In this study, we use UM-UKCA, a global atmospheric chemistry model, coupled to the UK Met Office Unified Model, to investigate the impact of model resolution on tropospheric ozone, ranging from global to local scales. We focus on the model’s ability to represent the probability of high ozone concentrations in the summer and low ozone concentrations, associated with polluted megacity environments, in the winter, and how this varies with horizontal resolution.

We perform time-slice integrations with two model configurations at typical climate resolution (CR, \(\sim 150\) km) and at a higher resolution (HR, \(\sim 40\) km). The CR configuration leads to overestimation of ozone concentrations on both regional and local scales, while it gives broadly similar results to the HR configuration on the global scale. The HR configuration is found to produce a more realistic diurnal cycle of ozone concentrations and to give a better representation of the probability density function of ozone values in urban areas such as the megacities of London and Paris. We discuss the possible causes for the observed difference in model behaviour between CR and HR configurations and estimate the relative contribution of chemical and meteorological factors at the different scales.
1 Introduction

Tropospheric ozone is both an important air pollutant and a greenhouse gas, and therefore has the ability to affect both air quality and climate (Jacob and Winner, 2009). Globally, background ozone levels have generally been increasing over the past few decades, although recent trends suggest that the ozone increase is slowing in some European and American cities (Vingarzan, 2004; Parrish et al., 2012). High surface concentrations of ozone are a particular concern for human population exposure because of the adverse effect of ozone on human health (Monks et al., 2009). Damage to ecosystems including crop damage can also occur at high ozone concentrations.

As the world’s urban population grows, poor air quality continues to be a particular concern for the world’s megacities (Molina and Molina, 2004; Gurjar et al., 2008). Megacities, as major emitters of ozone precursor gases, can also have impacts on ozone air quality across much larger hemispherical scales (Lawrence et al., 2007; Butler and Lawrence, 2009), although it is thought that the impact of megacities on the global ozone budget remains relatively small (Butler et al., 2012; Stock et al., 2013). Ozone within megacities can be produced locally by precursor emissions, or transported over long distances from other sources (Wild and Akimoto, 2001; West et al., 2009; Fiore et al., 2009; Parrish et al., 2011). Ozone produced locally in polluted environments involves a complex set of reactions, whereby emitted CO and VOCs are oxidised to form ozone in the presence of NO\textsubscript{x} (Chameides and Walker, 1973). At high concentrations of NO\textsubscript{x}, ozone is depleted through reaction with NO, leading to low ozone concentrations in very NO\textsubscript{x} rich environments, for example in the center of megacities. The ozone chemistry is highly non-linear (Sillman et al., 1990; Liu et al., 1987; Lin et al., 1988), with the amount of ozone produced being dependent on the chemical regime, as determined by the ratio of NO\textsubscript{x} : VOCs (Sillman, 1995, 1999). The continental transport of ozone and its precursors was a focus in the recent Hemispherical Transport of Air Pollutants (HTAP) report (HTAP, 2010), while the effect of local megacity emissions on ozone was specifically addressed in the recent
MEGAPOLI project (MEGAPOLI = Megacities: Emissions, urban, regional and Global Atmospheric POLLution and climate effects, and Integrated tools for assessment and mitigation; http://megapoli.info) (Baklanov et al., 2010).

Capturing the non-linearity of this ozone chemistry accurately using the global chemistry climate models currently used for climate studies is difficult due to the coarse grid resolution at which the models are typically run. Previous studies have shown that model resolution is key to accurately modelling ozone production (Esler et al., 2004; Tie et al., 2010) and to the ability to reproduce observed ozone concentrations (Tang, 2002; Wild and Prather, 2006; Yoshitomi et al., 2011). At coarse grid resolutions, larger grid boxes mean greater averaging of emissions, of chemistry and of meteorological processes (Jang et al., 1995). This can lead to inaccurate representation of the ozone chemistry in areas of sharp emission gradients, such as the transition from urban to rural regions (Sillman et al., 1990; Wild and Prather, 2006).

The averaging of emissions in large grid cells is particularly a problem in representing megacity emissions, as the coarse resolution of a climate model means the grid cells are often larger than the cities themselves. The effect of emission resolution on ozone has been the focus of a number of studies (for example, Tang, 2002; Hodnebrog et al., 2011). Hodnebrog et al. (2011) show that increasing emission resolution is important for local scale spatial changes in ozone concentrations, but less important on larger scales. However, they did not include the impact of model resolution changes on meteorology, which could have additional effects. The homogeneity of emissions across a large grid cell can also affect the chemistry and rate of reactions between species. Previous studies have considered this through parameterizations of the sub-grid chemistry to take into account varying species concentrations across the grid cell (Thuburn and Tan, 1997; Pyle and Zavody, 1990). Parameterizations of sub-grid processes have also been implemented in the case of ship or aviation plumes (e.g. Meijer et al., 1997; Cariolle et al., 2009; Franke et al., 2008; Charlton-Perez et al., 2009). The individual characteristics of megacities, both in terms of emissions and chemistry, make param-
eterizing megacities difficult, especially as the emissions interact with chemistry depending on the local composition and background influences (Hodnebrog et al., 2011).

In this paper we use the global chemistry-climate model UM-UKCA (http://www.ukca.ac.uk) to show that high resolution is beneficial for capturing the magnitude and diurnal cycle of ozone in highly urbanized areas, such as megacities, and to investigate how model resolution alters the temporal and spatial distribution of ozone across larger scales. A full description of the model and experiment setup can be found in Sect. 2. A focus is placed on representing ozone over the regional European domain and in particular on the megacities of London and Paris, chosen as special interest cities in the European MEGAPOLI project (Baklanov et al., 2010). The impact of resolution on surface ozone is considered on a global scale (Sect. 3.1), regional scale (Sect. 3.2), and on the local scale (Sect. 4). The purpose of this is to highlight the ability of the model to reproduce ozone concentrations at each scale, and to highlight areas where the resolution makes large differences to modelled ozone values. We then analyse differences in the emission resolution, chemistry and meteorology to explain the main causes of the modelled differences (Sect. 5). We offer insight into the benefits and limitations of running a global chemistry climate model at high resolution, and discuss the implications for future ozone air quality modelling across a range of scales.

2 Methodology

Model integrations are performed using the UK Chemistry and Aerosols (UKCA) model (Telford et al., 2010; Archibald et al., 2011; O’Connor et al., 2013), coupled to an atmosphere-only version of the UK Met Office Unified Model (UM version 7.3) (Hewitt et al., 2011). The model was run in two different configurations: the Climate Resolution (CR) integrations were performed at a horizontal resolution of 1.875° in longitude × 1.25° in latitude (∼150 km); the High Resolution (HR) integrations were performed at a horizontal resolution of 0.375° × 0.5° (∼40 km). Note that changing the model gridbox requires changes to model timestep and also to some of the parameters
in the model parameterization schemes which are resolution dependent. For example, both model resolutions use the convection and boundary layer schemes based respectively on Gregory and Rowntree (1990) and Lock et al. (2000), but different options and parameters are used to allow for differences in gridbox size and length of the timestep (more details of the two model configurations and parameterization schemes can be found in Walters et al., 2011). The impact of these further differences is difficult to disentangle from the simple effect of the horizontal grid resolution as they are an integral part of the model configuration. We therefore consider the effect of both grid resolution and all other differences as broadly due to model resolution. In this study, both model configurations have 63 hybrid sigma-height levels in the vertical, with a model top at ~ 41 km. To produce suitable initial conditions for present-day integrations, a nudging technique (Telford et al., 2008) was used to perform a 3 yr spin-up run (constrained to a perpetual 2005) using the less computationally expensive CR model. Free-running CR and HR monthly integrations were performed for July and November 2005 using dynamical and chemical initial conditions from the nudged run. July and November were chosen as being representative of summer and winter conditions and although a longer run period would be desirable, when limited by computational restrictions a month is a long enough period to address the distribution of chemical species with relatively short lifetimes (particularly at the surface where emissions and fast chemical reactions dominate ozone production and loss). A summary of the runs performed can be found in Table 1.

A tropospheric chemistry scheme, described in Telford et al. (2010); O’Connor et al. (2013), is used to represent chemical cycles of \( \text{O}_x \), \( \text{HO}_x \) and \( \text{NO}_x \) as well as the oxidation of \( \text{CO} \) and other non-methane hydrocarbons as previously described in Zeng and Pyle (2003). The oxidation of isoprene is included by implementation of the condensed Mainz Isoprene Mechanism (MIM) as described in Pöschl et al. (2000). Photolysis rates for photochemical reactions are calculated using the Fast-Jx photolysis scheme (Neu et al., 2007; Telford et al., 2013) in the CR configuration, while the HR configuration uses a 2-D photolysis scheme (Law et al., 1998). Preliminary studies show that the im-
pact of the photolysis scheme on surface ozone is small. Upper boundary conditions for ozone and NO$_y$ are fixed to climatological values above 70 hPa: ozone is constrained using the Rosenlof climatology (Dall’Amico et al., 2010) and NO$_y$ is overwritten from zonal mean values from the Cambridge 2-D model (Law and Pyle, 1993a, b). Concentrations of long-lived species such as CO$_2$, CH$_4$, N$_2$O and CFCs are fixed to constant values representative of the year 2005. Surface emissions for the chemical species are generated from the emission dataset by Lamarque et al. (2010), as developed for the IPCC fifth assessment report, and updated to 2005 using the RCP-8.5 scenario (Riahi et al., 2011). Isoprene emissions are taken from the POET database (Granier et al., 2005; Olivier et al., 2003) and biomass burning emissions are for the year 2005 taken from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version 3 (van der Werf et al., 2010). A full description of other biogenic emissions can be found in O’Connor et al. (2013). The gridded global emissions data is initially available at a spatial resolution of 0.5° × 0.5° and is subsequently interpolated to the CR and HR model grid for use in model integrations. In all runs, sea surface temperatures and sea ice cover for the year 2005 are prescribed from the AMIP dataset (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/amip).

3 Results

3.1 Global ozone evaluation

We first analyse the impact of resolution on the global scale by comparing monthly mean tropospheric ozone column densities for the CR and HR runs. Figure 1 shows that the tropospheric global ozone distribution is broadly similar for CR and HR. Peak ozone columns are observed for both model configurations in tropical regions, decreasing at mid-latitudes and over the Antarctic continent. The calculated change in total global ozone burden between CR and HR runs is small and shows that HR tends to produce slightly higher values compared to CR (∼4% higher in November and ∼6% higher in July). Further calculation of the ozone burden for smaller latitude-height re-
regions revealed that most of the difference between the HR and CR ozone burdens is found in the tropics between \( \sim 750 \) hPa and \( \sim 250 \) hPa. This suggests that differences are likely to arise from interactive lightning \( \text{NO}_x \) emissions which are linked to differences in convective cloud characteristics. Even small differences in the distribution and amount of \( \text{NO}_x \) in the tropical upper troposphere can have a large impact on ozone production due to the high sensitivity of ozone to \( \text{NO}_x \) in these clean environments (Stevenson et al., 2006).

Overall we can infer that, in this study, the impact of increasing model resolution on global ozone burden is small (\( \sim 5\% \)), with differences being largest in the tropical mid-troposphere likely due to differences in the model representation of convection. We can therefore conclude that an increase in model resolution might not be necessary to investigate long-term changes in global ozone distributions and tropospheric ozone burden.

### 3.2 European ozone evaluation

To consider regional differences, we focus on ozone over the European continent. Modelled surface ozone concentrations are evaluated using ozone data from the European Monitoring Evaluation Programme (EMEP) network (EMEP, 2007). Monthly mean data for 2005 is gathered from over 100 different rural and background stations during the time periods chosen. As well as comparing model results at all EMEP sites, we also investigate further differences between the two model configurations by selecting subsets of the EMEP sites with similar characteristics, grouping sites according to location or by the magnitude of ozone observed. Fourteen stations were chosen as “background” ozone sites, sites that lie away from the influence of direct emission sources, in particular on the western edge of the European domain (experiencing clean air from the Atlantic) or south of Europe in the high ozone concentrations of the Mediterranean. Ozone at these sites is indicative of background ozone concentrations and we therefore expect both the HR and CR runs to capture ozone at these sites well. A second subset of EMEP stations was selected based on a low ozone criteria. Polluted urban
areas such as megacities often have lower ozone than their surroundings due to titration of ozone by high concentrations of NO. It is therefore useful to consider how well the model runs capture ozone at these polluted sites. As titration effects are more pronounced in the winter, the sampling was based on monthly mean ozone values in November being lower than a 15 ppb threshold; the same stations were used in July for consistency. Sites that fall into both categories are considered only in the low ozone subset to avoid duplication. The location of background and low ozone sites within the EMEP network is shown in panel a of Fig. 2.

A first measure of the model’s ability to reproduce observed ozone values over Europe is the percentage of sites for which monthly mean modelled ozone is within a factor of two of the observations. A comparison of measured-modelled ozone concentrations for July shows that both HR and CR configurations have over 95% of ozone values within a factor of 2 of the observations (panel b in Fig. 2). However, both model configurations share a tendency to overestimate the observed ozone concentrations. Sites that have low observed ozone, in particular the sites at Aliartos, Greece and Montelibretti, Italy, are greatly overestimated in the CR model run. Overall, the CR model seems to perform similarly to the HR model in July, when photochemical production plays a large role and ozone values are generally highest.

In contrast, for November only 84–85% of the modelled ozone concentrations fall within a factor of 2 of EMEP observations (panel c in Fig. 2). Both model integrations seem to perform reasonably well at background sites, but tend to overestimate the low ozone values at more polluted sites, a problem which is again more pronounced for the CR run. In a comparison of summertime surface ozone trends (1991–2005) across Europe using the GEOS-Chem model, Koumoutsaris and Bey (2012) also find that ozone is overestimated at the low end of the distribution, which they attribute to the coarse model resolution. Overall, in both months the HR integration represents the ozone values at background stations slightly better than CR, with 90–100% of the concentrations within a factor of 2 of observations. In November, the HR integration
better captures the lower ozone values associated with more polluted regions, while CR largely overestimates ozone at these sites.

A simple quantitative error analysis similar to that of Martins (2012) and widely used in model validation techniques is used to further discriminate between HR and CR results. Monthly mean modelled and observed ozone concentrations from the EMEP network are used to calculate the model correlation coefficient (r), standard deviation (S), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Bias Error (MBE), shown in Table 2 for both July and November. The MBE is an indication of the model tendency to over or under predict observed values. The RMSE is calculated as in Borrego et al. (2008).

A low value for RMSE and MBE shows a good match between model and observations, with 0 the perfect score. The standard deviation of the model (S) is calculated as the square root of the model variance. The standard deviation of the observations (S_{obs}) is calculated in the same manner using the observational data and ideally the standard deviation of the model and the standard deviation of the observations are approximately equal. S_{obs} is found to be 9.31 ppb and 8.64 ppb for July and November respectively (see Table 2 for model comparison). The statistics are in agreement with the results in Fig. 2 with generally similar values for HR and CR in July, except for polluted sites, for which HR performs slightly better. Both resolutions show a large positive bias in the July results, this is linked to higher ozone concentrations in summer months, caused by enhanced photochemistry compared to winter months. However, in November the statistical analysis shows that HR performs better than CR for background as well as polluted sites, with the HR model bias being particularly low.

Finally, to address the impact of resolution on the modelled ozone distribution over Europe, we compare monthly mean surface ozone maps from HR and CR runs for July and November, as shown in Fig. 3. Ozone concentrations from EMEP stations are shown as coloured circles. Both model configurations generally capture the spatial pattern of ozone well, with lower concentrations across central Europe and higher concentrations in southern Europe and the Mediterranean. In July ozone values are generally higher than November (note different colour scale) and both model config-
urations share a tendency to overestimate ozone, particularly in northern and central Europe.

In November, the HR configuration is better able to reproduce the very low ozone values associated with pollution hotspots, such as the Po Valley in Italy, the Rhine-Ruhr Valley in Germany and the London-Birmingham corridor in the UK. In winter, precursor emissions dominate ozone concentrations through ozone titration effects: the higher grid resolution retains the large precursor emissions and their horizontal gradients, whereas with a coarse resolution grid, ozone-precursor emissions are spread over a larger area. In both months, the lower ozone values associated with large cities are better resolved in the HR run, largely due to the higher emission resolution, an effect which is discussed further in Sect. 5. Coastal boundaries, and the associated land-sea ozone gradients, are better resolved in the HR run. Some large islands in the Mediterranean and large areas of Italy and Greece are not correctly represented as land in the CR run, resulting in overestimation of ozone concentrations across these locations, as ozone deposition over the sea is typically small compared to that over land (Coleman et al., 2010). The low ozone in the Po Valley and high ozone in mountain ranges, such as the Pyrenees and Alps, are also better resolved in the model HR configuration due to the higher resolution orography.

Overall, we find that increasing model resolution leads to improvements in the representation of regional ozone, shown by small increases in $r$, decreases in RMSE and bias and closer agreement to the spatial distribution and magnitude of observations. In particular, the HR run is able to better capture ozone gradients related to the representation of surface characteristics and the very low ozone concentrations associated with emission hotspots in the winter month of November.

4 Local ozone and its temporal variation

We now address the question of how the model resolution affects ozone concentrations on the local scale, and we concentrate specifically on the two European megacities of
London and Paris. The health impacts of high ozone concentrations are potentially greatest in megacities where population densities are large. It is therefore important to investigate how well the model can capture the complex ozone photochemistry by addressing how well the ozone temporal evolution and ozone extremes are represented in such polluted environments.

The ability of the model to represent ozone in megacities is evaluated against data from two air quality observation networks, the London Air Quality Network (LAQN) (www.londonair.org.uk) and the airparif network (http://www.airparif.asso.fr). In London, we use hourly data averaged across twelve sites from the LAQN network. Stations were selected based on the availability of data, with the intention of gaining a wide distribution across central London which includes roadside as well as urban background sites. In Paris, four central sites are used from the airparif network. Fewer sites are used for Paris, a city which is smaller and more compact compared to London.

In order to assess the model’s ability to capture ozone chemistry in polluted megacity environments, we use hourly data from HR and CR runs to construct monthly averaged diurnal cycles of surface ozone (Fig. 4) and probability density functions (PDFs) of ozone concentrations (Fig. 5) for London and Paris in July and November. The modelled surface ozone in both megacities shows a marked diurnal cycle similar to observations (see Fig. 4). Both model configurations can reproduce the shift in the daily ozone peak going from mid-afternoon in July to early afternoon in November. Note that the model configurations use a relatively simple representation of precursor emissions, which includes a seasonal cycle but has no weekly or diurnal cycle to match the higher emissions from rush hour traffic. However, the temporal evolution of ozone is captured reasonably well by both model configurations, since the photochemistry of the emitted NO\textsubscript{x} leads to a strong diurnal variation in the NO to NO\textsubscript{2} ratio.

Figure 4 shows that the magnitude of ozone concentrations is generally better captured in the HR configuration whereas the CR has a tendency to overestimate ozone values. However, the HR configuration tends to underestimate ozone at night-time in Paris (panel b and d of Fig. 4). This is possibly due to the simple treatment of NO\textsubscript{x}}
emissions, which results in NO concentrations being too high at night and the model overestimating the amount of ozone lost through titration.

Similarly, Fig. 5 shows that the HR configuration can better reproduce the shape of the ozone distribution compared to CR, which has a flatter PDF and tends to associate the largest probabilities at ozone concentrations much higher than observed. Additionally, the high probability of very low ozone values observed in both megacities for the winter month of November is better captured in the HR runs (panel c and d in Fig. 5). This is linked to high NO concentrations leading to ozone titration, a process more effective at HR due to the higher emission resolution. For the summer month of July, when ozone concentrations are highest, the CR configuration shows a greater tendency to overestimate the observed probability of high ozone values in London, although both model configurations underestimate the same probability in Paris (panel a and b of Fig. 5).

The PDF analysis supports the conclusion that the HR configuration is better able to capture the surface ozone at the local scale. Increasing the model horizontal resolution leads to an improvement in the model’s ability to represent both the average magnitude of the ozone diurnal cycle and the high probability of low ozone extremes observed in both megacities in November. However, the probability of high ozone events in July is not particularly well captured by either model configuration. The simple representation of ozone precursor emissions, or the inability of the model to realistically capture extreme meteorological conditions, such as persistent high pressure systems leading to high ozone events, might be possible reasons for this discrepancy.

5 Discussion

Ozone chemical production and loss is crucial in determining ozone concentrations. Near the surface, these processes are largely influenced by local ozone precursor emissions and transport (such as boundary layer venting and horizontal transport by surface winds). The different rates of ozone deposition on land, sea and vegetation
also play an important role in determining the distribution of surface ozone. In a complex model, where chemistry and meteorology are both influenced by model resolution, all these processes are strongly interlinked. In this section we discuss possible factors contributing to the differences highlighted in the previous section and assess the sensitivity of the modelled ozone to different chemical and meteorological factors across different spatial scales. Model resolution was shown to have a small impact on ozone at the global scale and the differences observed have been discussed in Sect. 3.1. We therefore concentrate on the factors which are more likely to affect ozone differences between HR and CR on the regional and local scale.

We first consider a series of chemical diagnostics to address the differences in ozone concentrations between the two model configurations. Due to the non-linearity of ozone chemistry, the ratio of NO\textsubscript{x} to VOCs in the environment is a crucial factor for determining ozone chemical production and loss (Jenkin and Clemitshaw, 2000; Sillman, 1995, 1999). As the ratio of NO\textsubscript{x} to VOCs at the surface is sensitive to emissions and initial conditions, we expect resolution to influence the chemical regime. Rural sites and regions downwind of ozone precursor emissions are generally NO\textsubscript{x}-limited (with ozone production increasing with NO\textsubscript{x} concentrations) whereas more polluted areas are typically VOC-limited (with ozone production increasing with VOC concentrations). In very polluted areas, such as urban areas and megacities, the very high NO\textsubscript{x} concentrations can lead to efficient ozone removal through direct reaction of ozone with NO (ozone titration). To diagnose chemical regime, and how it varies with season and model resolution, we use the ratio of hydrogen peroxide to nitric acid formation (Sillman, 1995). Going from high to low ratios in Fig. 6 denotes a transition from NO\textsubscript{x}-limited to VOC-limited regimes. Figure 6 shows that the modelled chemical environment is generally NO\textsubscript{x}-limited over the oceans, away from direct NO\textsubscript{x} emissions, and VOC-limited over polluted regions. Differences between the model configurations are larger in November: in this month the CR run is missing the very low values in the more polluted areas which are normally associated to ozone titration and therefore very low ozone concentrations (see also Fig. 3). The formation ratios are typically higher in July for both
model configurations, with chemical regimes generally being more NO\textsubscript{x}-limited due to the increase in photochemically generated HO\textsubscript{x}. Where the environment is clearly VOC or NO\textsubscript{x}-limited, resolution makes only a small difference to the diagnosed chemical regime. However, sharp gradients and changes in chemical regime, particularly in winter months at the boundary of a highly polluted urban region to rural surroundings, are better captured in the HR model.

Another useful chemical diagnostic is the ozone production efficiency (OPE), defined as the net number of molecules of ozone produced per molecules of NO\textsubscript{x} lost (Liu et al., 1987; Lin et al., 1988). We calculate OPE as the ratio of ozone production to NO\textsubscript{x} lost for a limiting case, in which the only loss of NO\textsubscript{x} is the oxidation of NO\textsubscript{2} by OH. On a regional scale over Europe, our analysis shows that areas where the CR run overestimates surface ozone concentrations compared to the HR run, also have a greater OPE in the model. Once again, differences between the two model configurations seem to be relatively small in July and significantly more pronounced in November. We calculate average OPE over a smaller European domain, defined as −10°–10° E and 45°–65° N, which includes the megacities of London and Paris. Values of monthly average OPE range between 2–5 mol mol\textsuperscript{−1} over this region. The average OPE in the model for this domain is ∼ 1 % higher in the CR run in July and ∼ 21 % higher in November, compared to the HR run. These differences demonstrate the impact that model resolution has on the chemistry at this scale. The influence is more pronounced in very polluted environments in the winter months, when the concentration of ozone-precursor gases dominates ozone production.

The differences in chemical regime and OPE between the two model configurations are ultimately linked to the concentrations of NO\textsubscript{x} and other ozone precursor gases. Coarser resolution is known to spread out NO\textsubscript{x} and VOC emissions by averaging across a larger grid. Previous studies have shown that lower NO\textsubscript{x} emissions, as a result of coarse resolution grid-averaging, increase the ozone production efficiency (Sillman et al., 1990; Jacob et al., 1993; Liang and Jacobson, 2000; Esler et al., 2004). To address the extent to which the differences discussed above can be attributed to the
higher emission resolution in the HR configuration, we performed an extra sensitivity run for the month of November. In this sensitivity experiment the HR model is run with the same resolution emissions as the CR model, while everything else in the model configuration is unchanged. Differences between these two HR runs highlight the contribution to ozone differences due to the emission resolution. We focus on November since the chemical regime and OPE analyses suggest that, in July, resolution plays a small role on the model chemistry. When comparing monthly mean ozone concentrations averaged across all EMEP sites, we find that the difference in emission resolution accounts for \( \sim 30 \% \) of the difference between the HR and CR runs. However, some regional surface ozone features shown in Fig. 3, such as the very low ozone over the Po Valley region, are still well represented despite using coarser resolution emissions, confirming that surface characteristics and meteorology also play a large role at the regional scale. When going down to the local scale, for the megacities of London and Paris, emission resolution becomes the dominant factor. The average ozone concentration for London in November is \( \sim 50 \% \) higher when using coarse resolution emissions and this accounts for \( \sim 55 \% \) of the difference between the HR and CR runs. For Paris, the impact of emission resolution is even greater: the average ozone concentration in November when using coarse resolution emissions is \( \sim 4 \) times larger compared to the standard HR run and is furthermore \( \sim 15 \% \) larger than the CR run.

We therefore conclude that, in winter months, emission resolution accounts for about one third of the observed difference between CR and HR at the European scale, but it has an even greater impact on the local scale for highly polluted urban environments, for which dilution of NO\(_x\) emissions significantly reduces ozone titration by NO. This supports the conclusions of Hodnebrog et al. (2011) that the resolution of emissions is important for local scale, air quality studies, but less relevant on regional and global scales.

Finally, we discuss the impact of model resolution on the transport of both ozone and ozone-precursor gases at the regional and local scale. Boundary layer height (BLH) is a key measure of vertical mixing near the surface and can also impact horizontal trans-
port on the regional scale. The impact of BLH on ozone concentrations depends on the chemical environment experienced by a particular region. Generally, when ozone production downwind of precursor emissions dominates, and particularly in summer, when increased photochemistry leads to efficient ozone production, a higher boundary layer spreads the ozone vertically and therefore results in lower ozone concentrations at the surface. However, in polluted areas at times when ozone titration dominates, a lower boundary layer leads to build up of NO emitted at the surface and therefore results in lower surface ozone concentrations.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of BLH for the CR and HR runs. The impact of resolution on BLH is generally higher in July, with the CR configuration underestimating BLH over much of the European domain, compared to the HR run. In both November and July the HR run has a higher boundary layer over central Europe, which corresponds to the lower ozone concentrations found over these regions. Features such as the Po Valley, and its associated lower boundary layer, are better resolved at HR due to a better representation of the orography. Additionally, the BLH field is more homogeneous in CR compared to HR, particularly in November, and this lack of sharp horizontal gradients in BLH would promote horizontal transport across a large area of central Europe. Focusing on the megacities of London and Paris, the HR and CR configurations both have similar BLHs in November, and therefore differences in surface ozone concentrations cannot be attributed to differences in vertical mixing. However, in the summer month of July, the BLH has a much stronger diurnal profile for both model resolutions and the CR configuration has a consistently lower BLH for both London and Paris compared to HR. This suggests that the CR tendency to overestimate surface ozone concentrations in July (see Fig. 4) can be partly explained by a less efficient vertical mixing due to lower BLHs.

To summarise, our analysis indicates that in the summer months, when photochemical production and ozone concentrations are highest, vertical mixing plays a key role in determining surface ozone concentrations and changes in BLH due to model resolution are partly responsible for the observed differences between HR and CR at the regional
and local scale. In the winter months, emission resolution can drive changes in chemical regimes and OPE, and can account for a large part of the observed differences between HR and CR at the regional and local scale.

6 Conclusions

We have run the global chemistry-climate model UM-UKCA at typical climate resolution (CR, \(\sim 150 \text{ km}\)) and higher resolution (HR, \(\sim 40 \text{ km}\)) to investigate the impact of horizontal resolution on tropospheric ozone at a variety of scales. Model integrations were performed for present day conditions for the months of July and November, representing typical summer and winter conditions.

At the global scale, there is only a small difference (\(\sim 5\%\)) between the CR and HR results. Ozone concentrations are higher in the HR results in the tropical mid-troposphere suggesting that the influence of model resolution on the representation of convective cloud properties and the associated emission of \(\text{NO}_x\) from lightning is the main contributing factor to the observed differences.

At the local scale, we compared modelled surface ozone for the megacities of London and Paris to measurements from local air quality networks (LAQN and airparif respectively). The surface ozone diurnal cycles and PDFs are better captured at HR. In particular, the very low ozone values associated with polluted areas at night are better captured by the HR configuration. Our analysis shows that, in the winter month of November, there are large differences in the OPE between HR and CR, and the improvements shown in the HR results are mainly driven by the higher emission resolution, which accounts for over 50\% of the difference in London ozone concentrations. Conversely, we suggest that the observed differences in the modelled surface ozone in July are less affected by chemical differences and can be partly attributed to differences in the representation of the BLH in the two model configurations.

At the regional scale, the HR configuration generally gives a better agreement with observations from the EMEP network, with better correlation coefficients and smaller
MBE, particularly for November, when the CR configuration has a tendency to largely overestimate the very low ozone concentrations associated with more polluted sites. The chemical regime analysis shows that, for the month of November, the CR configuration misses the very VOC-limited regimes which are generally associated to ozone titration by NO and therefore low ozone concentrations. The OPE analysis also shows that model differences at the regional scale are largest in November, with CR overestimating the average OPE over a small European domain by ∼21%, while being only ∼1% higher in July. For November, emission resolution accounts for ∼30% of the observed differences between CR and HR average European surface ozone concentrations. In July, increased ozone photochemical production leads to generally higher ozone concentrations across Europe. Differences between the two model configurations are smaller and both have a tendency to overestimate ozone values compared to observations, as indicated by the larger MBE values. The chemical regime and OPE analyses show that in the summer the influence of resolution on modelled chemistry is small. Analysis of BLH for the two model configurations suggests that in the summer month of July, when photochemical production and ozone concentrations are higher, vertical mixing plays a key role in determining surface ozone concentrations and changes in BLH due to model resolution are largely responsible for the observed differences between HR and CR.

The model’s ability to represent high and low ozone extremes in megacities was shown to be very sensitive to horizontal resolution. The high resolution model generally gives better results compared to observations and is better able to capture the high probability of very low surface ozone in very polluted urban areas. The HR configuration also gives a better representation of surface characteristics and regional transitions in chemical regimes from VOC to NOx-limited environments. This could have implications for modelling in support of regional policies as lowering NOx in a VOC-limited environment can lead to increased ozone production.
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### Table 1. A summary of the UM-UKCA runs performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grid resolution</th>
<th>Emissions resolution</th>
<th>Period run for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR spin up</td>
<td>Climate resolution run (nudged)</td>
<td>$1.875^\circ \times 1.25^\circ$</td>
<td>$1.875^\circ \times 1.25^\circ$</td>
<td>3 yr (perpetual 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Climate resolution run (free running)</td>
<td>$1.875^\circ \times 1.25^\circ$</td>
<td>$1.875^\circ \times 1.25^\circ$</td>
<td>Jul, Nov 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>High resolution run (free running)</td>
<td>$0.375^\circ \times 0.56^\circ$</td>
<td>$0.375^\circ \times 0.56^\circ$</td>
<td>Jul, Nov 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. UKCA statistical results comparing ozone from the climate (CR) and high resolution (HR) runs to observations from the EMEP network (EMEP, 2007). The subsets of EMEP sites are as defined in the text and shown in Fig. 2. Note $S_{\text{obs}}$ is found to be 9.31 ppb and 8.64 ppb for July and November respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>EMEP sites</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>HR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>Correlation ($r$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>polluted</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>background</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBE (%)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE (ppb)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S (ppb)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>Correlation ($r$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>polluted</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>background</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBE (%)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE (ppb)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S (ppb)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>10.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Global mean tropospheric ozone column from runs at high resolution HR and climate resolution CR for July and November 2005.
Fig. 2. (a) The locations of two subsets of the EMEP stations, showing background sites (green), and sites with low ozone (purple). A full definition of both subset criteria can be found in the text. (b and c) Monthly average comparison of modelled to observed ozone concentrations for sites across the EMEP network. Results are shown for climate resolution (red) and high resolution (blue). Polluted sites are highlighted in bold circles, and background sites in bold triangles. The percentage of model concentrations within a factor of 2 of the observations is included in the legend.
Fig. 3. Monthly mean surface ozone concentrations across Europe for CR and HR. Circles denote observations from the EMEP network.
Fig. 4. July and November diurnal cycles of surface ozone for the megacities of London and Paris. The diurnal cycle is calculated as a monthly average with the median values plotted for the climate resolution (CR) in red and the high resolution (HR) in blue. The median from observations is in black, with 25th and 75th percentiles highlighted by grey shaded bars.
Fig. 5. July and November Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of surface ozone for the megacities of London and Paris. The PDFs are calculated from hourly data points, with the climate resolution (CR) plotted in red and the high resolution (HR) plotted in blue. The PDF of observations is plotted as grey bars. Note the differing scales between July and November.
Fig. 6. Monthly mean surface chemical regime as indicated by the ratio of H$_2$O$_2$ : HNO$_3$ formation. Blue colours indicate a more VOC-limited environment and red colours indicate a more NO$_x$-limited environment.
Fig. 7. Monthly mean boundary layer height.